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BILATERAL RELATIONS
Chinese President Receives Credentials of Seven Ambassadors
Published by xinhuanet.com, May 28th 2019
Chinese President Xi Jinping received the credentials of seven new ambassadors to China at the Great Hall of the
People in Beijing. The ambassadors were Bernardino Regazzoni from Switzerland, Luis Monsalve Hoyos from Columbia,
Vladimir Tomsik from the Czech Republic, Jang Ha Sung from the Republic of Korea, Signe Brudeset from Norway,
Helena Sangeland from Sweden, and Maitine Djoumbe from Chad. Xi welcomed the ambassadors to China and
expressed his sincere greetings and good wishes to the leaders and people of their countries. Xi said China attached
great importance to developing ties with the countries and was ready to deepen political mutual trust, expand pragmatic
cooperation, and jointly promote the Belt and Road Initiative for greater benefit to people of all countries. "The Chinese
government will facilitate and support the work of the ambassadors, and hopes that the ambassadors will play an active
role in deepening friendship between China and their countries and promoting bilateral ties," he said.

BUSINESS NEWS 
HeiQ Announces HeiQ Shanghai and HeiQ Taiwan
Published by innovationintextiles.com, June 4th 2019
The Swiss textile innovation leader HeiQ has announced its new subsidiaries in both Mainland China and Taiwan to
serve customers in the region more closely and provide rapid support. Celine Huang has been named CEO for HeiQ
Mainlain China and Ming Wen Liang has been appointed CEO HeiQ Taiwan. Ms. Huang, with her background as a
General Manager of a large player in the same industry, brings a total of over 20 years of solid testing lab, agent and
country strategies management expertise with excellent relationship skills with customers, distributors, dealers and end
users. She has a chemical engineering degree in dyeing and finishing from China Textile University. Ms. Huang has
worked in both Australia and China in senior management positions. She will lead the group’s business from the newly
created Shanghai office. “I trust HeiQ can bring innovative and differentiating technology with high quality to China –
boosting novelty and sustainability in the apparel and fashion market,” she said.
 
Switzerland World’s 4th Most Competitive Nation, According to Business School Ranking
Published by lenews.ch, June 2nd 2019
Every year, Lausanne-based IMD business school publishes its global competitiveness ranking. Switzerland climbed
from 5th last year to 4th behind Singapore, Hong Kong and the US. Venezuela (63rd) was last. The ranking, established
in 1989, incorporates 235 indicators and takes into account a wide range of “hard” statistics such as unemployment, GDP
and government spending on health and education, as well as “soft” data from a survey of business leaders covering
topics such as social cohesion, globalization and corruption. This information is used to calculate economic performance,
infrastructure, government efficiency and business efficiency measures to give a final score for each country. Switzerland
made the top 5 for government efficiency (2nd) and infrastructure (2nd). “In a year of high uncertainty in global markets
due to rapid changes in the international political landscape as well as trade relations, the quality of institutions seem to
be the unifying element for increasing prosperity. A strong institutional framework provides the stability for business to
invest and innovate, ensuring a higher quality of life for citizens,” said Arturo Bris of IMD.
 
Huawei Plans Big R&D Investment in Switzerland
Published by swissinfo.ch, May 24th 2019
Chinese telecoms giant Huawei plans to invest heavily in research in Switzerland, it says. This would create about 1,000
new research jobs, Huawei deputy director for Switzerland Felix Kramer told Swiss television SRF. He said discussions
were under way and there was no timetable yet. Kramer said the focus would be on skills where Switzerland is a leader
and which are relevant for Huawei in the medium term. “We are particularly looking for this expertise in the fields of
physics, IT, nanotechnology, science of materials and other sciences,” he told SRF, adding that the firm also envisages
“forms of interdisciplinary cooperation”. As well as being neutral and stable, Switzerland’s technical institutes make it an
advantageous research base, according to Kramer. Huawei is also planning to invest in other European countries, also
“using the country’s strengths”. For example, it plans to invest in an industrial design institute in Paris and a centre of
expertise in London for global finance. 

CULTURE & SOCIETY
Zhang Jin Selected for Residency in the Verzasca Valley 2019
Published by prohelvetia.cn, May 17th 2019
The Chinese artist Zhang Jin will participate in the “Artist-in-Residence in the Verzasca Valley 2019“. He will work in the
Verzasca Valley in Switzerland during July 28th to September 8th, 2019, so as to engage in nature and streets,
collaborate with artists, curators, residents from different institutions, regions and countries and bring a site-specific, live
and creative scene along with different residency experience. This program is supported by Pro Helvetia Shanghai,
Swiss Arts Council, upon whose invitation Luxelakes A4 Art Museum has nominated the residency candidates. This shall
be the first time that the two institutions jointly facilitate this residency. Verzasca established a place where invited
photographers from Switzerland and abroad can stay for a period of time by creating their own projects. The artists can
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create their images with total freedom of mind, interact with the surrounding nature, the local population and the other
artists attending the festival activities.

GENERAL INTEREST
Summer Festival Set to Offer Treat to Shanghai Music Fans
Published by chinadaily.com.cn, June 10th 2019
A number of new musicians and music productions will make their China debuts at the upcoming Music in the Summer
Air festival in Shanghai, which will take place from July 2nd to 15th. The MISA festival is an annual event that has been
hosted by the Shanghai Symphony Orchestra and the municipal educational commission since 2010. This year, the
festival will consist of 23 concerts at the Shanghai Symphony Hall and the Shanghai Urban Music Lawn, an outdoor
music space next to the Shanghai Concert Hall. Among the acts to feature at the event, Swiss Conductor Charles Dutoit
will collaborate with German singer Ute Lemper and the SSO to present the Chinese premiere of The Seven Deadly Sins
at the Shanghai Symphony Hall on July 5th.
 
Eliane Amherd Rises from the Skyline
Published by prohelvetia.cn, May 30th 2019
Singer, guitarist and songwriter Eliane Amherd is a true cosmopolitan musician. Born in Switzerland, she lives in New
York. Urban life offers savvy multicultural energy that most influences the unique sound of her original compositions:
jazzy, groovy and rooted in African, Brazilian and Latin music. Inventive, enchanted yet earthy. She widely tours in North
and South America, Canada, Europe, and Asia, where she frequently appeared in music festivals. During this tour, she
will perform at jazz clubs in eight Chinese cities. Her albums “Now and from Now on” and “Skylines” which were
broadcasted internationally, continue to receive great press reviews and have topped the playlist of several US Radio
Stations. Eliane also arranged and produced the Swiss Miss Sampler “heimweh”, featuring famous Swiss artists. This
recording has earned her many great press reviews, several interviews on Swiss national radio stations and an
appearance on the popular Swiss talk show “Aeschbacher”.

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING / MANUFACTURING

ABB To Supply UHV Transmission Equipment to China’s State Grid
Published by power-technology.com, June 7th 2019
ABB has secured a power transmission contract from State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC). Under the contract, ABB
will supply converter transformers and high-voltage equipment for an 800kV, ultra-high-voltage direct current (UHVDC)
transmission link. ABB’s high-voltage equipment comprises of breakers to safeguard the grid from disruptive faults and
capacitor banks to improve the quality of the electricity supply. The company’s converter transformers have been
designed to receive electricity from the power stations and increase their voltage to extremely high levels. This increase
in voltage is to help electricity transport across long distances with negligible losses. ABBs Power Grids business
president Claudio Facchin said: “The ultra-high-voltage (UHV) transmission equipment from ABB is an important
milestone in realising SGCC’s vision of building stronger and greener grids. “These UHV super-grids will enable the
reliable integration of ever more power sources from remote areas into the power grids of urban centres.”
 
BANK / FINANCE / INSURANCE

Credit Suisse Names Former CLSA Chairman Tang as China Chief
Published by ft.com, June 3rd 2019
Credit Suisse has appointed Tang Zhenyi as its chief executive for China, where the Swiss bank has recently been
moving to expand its business. Mr. Tang, who abruptly left Citic-owned CLSA in March as part of a management exodus
at the Asia-focused broker, will be based in Beijing. The Swiss bank said in a statement on Monday that Mr Tang would
take responsibility for “execution of Credit Suisse’s strategy in China across its business and regulatory activities”, citing
his “substantial experience building businesses in China and enhancing connectivity between China and international
markets”.  Citic Securities bought Hong Kong-based CLSA in 2013 and Mr. Tang later became chairman. Mr. Tang’s
stint as a senior official at Citic Securities, the securities and investment banking arm of one of China’s largest state-
owned conglomerates, followed many years as an official at the country’s ministry of finance.
 
Swiss Re Partners with Tencent’s WeBank to Research AI Use in Reinsurance
Published by reinsurancene.ws, May 24th 2019
Swiss Re’s Beijing arm has partnered with WeBank, an online lender owned by Chinese investment comglomerate
Tencent, to research the potential application of new artificial intelligence (AI) models in reinsurance, according to Shine.
The parties signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to cooperate on federated learning, a new encrypted and
distributed machine learning approach that enables training for joint machine learning on decentralised data. Swiss Re
and WeBank will work together to explore how the technology can help address the efficiency challenges imposed by
data silos, where only one group in an organisation can access a set of data. WeBank reported that its AI team has
already created an industrial-level open-source technical framework and developed federated learning standards to
promote interdisciplinary cooperation. Swiss Re believes that the partnership will build a foundation for new business
supported by federated learning, and will encourage the reinsurance industry to adopt further new framework to improve
their technological capabilities.
 
UBS Sets its Sights on China
Published by finews.asia, May 24th 2019
The Swiss investment bank hopes to cash in on Asia's growing wealth amidst global headwinds and has its sights on
China, said its Asia Pacific chief. UBS hopes to grow its wealth management business in China, and as the country
slowly opens up its financial sector, it could soon challenge local players that currently dominate the market, said
Edmund Koh, President, UBS Asia Pacific, who spoke to Christine Tan in the latest episode of «Managing Asia»,
broadcast on CNBC on May 24th. “I think China is going through the same process Hong Kong and Singapore went
through over the last 20 years but they will accelerate given the advancement of technology and also the
internationalization of the Chinese population. So currently, it's dominated by the local banks through more of retail
wealth management but not the sophistication that is needed for legacy planning,” said Koh. “I think amongst the foreign
banks, to be number one is there for the taking because nobody is really dominating that area,» he added, noting “For
China, you have to be patient.”

HOSPITALITY / TOURISM / RETAILS

Richemont Watch Sales Rise by 10%
Published by insideretail.hk, May 23rd 2019
Richemont has brushed aside the gloom and doom of the global watch market, reporting sales of its watches and
jewellery grew by 10% in the year to March. While figures for Swiss watch exports show sluggish sales to Hong Kong
and the US this year, Richemont’s brands, which include Baume & Mercier, IWC Schaffhausen, Jaeger-LeCoultre and
Officine Panerai, seem to have some degree of collective immunity. The company says jewellery and watch sales did
very well in both the US and Asian markets. Richemont has reported net more than doubled to EUR 2.79 billion (USD
3.12 billion) for the full year, largely driven by a one-off gain of EUR 1.38 billion relating to its acquisition of Yoox Net-A-
Porter Group (YNAP). Sales reached EUR 13.99 billion, 27% up on last year when including the recently acquired online
businesses YNAP and Watchfinder, and up 8% with those companies excluded.
 
The Waldorf Astoria Beijing presents Fivebulous Anniversary Gala
Published by prnewswire.com, May 16th 2019
Waldorf Astoria Beijing is thrilled to reveal the Fivebulous Anniversary Gala on May 25th with a most lavish epicurean
dinner that boasts an ever-fascinating journey of enjoyment as the hotel looks back on its five years since arrival in
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Beijing in 2014. Serving lavish dinners in fabulous surroundings with painstaking attention to the minutest detail is
nothing new to Waldorf Astoria. It started when the brand made its debut in New York in the 19th century. Up to the 21st
century, Waldorf Astoria has inherited two centuries of luxury lifestyle, gathering gentry and celebrities. From New York
to Beijing, Waldorf Astoria has developed a distinctive style despite the changing times. To mark the hotel's five great
years in Beijing, Waldorf Astoria Beijing spared no effort in recruiting five of the world's best chefs, celebrated for their
skills in Michelin-Starred restaurants. They work jointly to design the dinner menu, befitting the Fivebulous Anniversary
Gala.

LEGAL / TAX / CONSULTING / SERVICES
 
China Legal Briefing
Published by wenfei.com, May 29th 2019
Wenfei Attorneys-At-Law Ltd. released new legal briefing, which is focused on “Trademark Law was Revised to crack
Down Bad Faith Applications; Chinato amend Anti‐Unfair Competition Law to enhance Trade Secret Protection;
Individual Income Tax Policies for Non‐Resident Individuals; Further Opening Up of the Banking and Insurance
Industries for Foreign Investments”.
 
Drone GP Race @ Swiss Innovation Week 2019
Published by swissnexchina.org, May 28th 2019
In collaboration with DGP, swissnex China will be organizing the first-ever drone race at an Embassy during the Swiss
Innovation Week at the Embassy of Switzerland in Beijing. The race will unfold during the evening as the track race is
illuminated by LEDs and lights, allowing the public to experience a exhilarating spectacle. This exhibition match will
connect Swiss and Chinese pilots for a friendly drone race competition on a specially-designed track will loop around the
Embassy. swissnex China CEO Dr. Felix Moesner and DGP Founder Steven Wang will open the event. The competition
will take place in two parts: A team race with three rounds where one pilot of each country will be facing each other and
an individual race where all the drones will fly at once. At the end, the winners of the swissnex Drone Racing
Championship will be given awarded by swissnex China and the Embassy of Switzerland.
 
Looking for more news? Go to SwissCham’s Website.
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